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peciMty through the mass edia) and to stress civic-responsibility. I

have termed the approach, "public education," as the key to the above

efforts is informal persuasion (for reference, see: Alexander, 1971). ====-

The purpose of.this paper is to briefly discuss the public edu-

cation approach to pollution abatement in terms of long -range or future

lanning.
2

The method is to present the findings of recent attitude

studies concerning pollution and to then apply the findings to an assess-

ment of the public education approach

PublicAwarenes

An= "-informed public" is defined -to -be -one which has achieved var- =

ious levels of increased awareness IdifttwagsOtidl problea*thtOugh pub-.

lic education.

1
Pollution, unless otherwtaemquaifteis

sense, sfithout reference to a spetaidtypeke7g.
us edzin-geweral=

air, water, noises) -:= _

2
Long-range planning is defined as planning

ssary social changes to prevent a future crisi .

to achieve the nece-



their own neighborhoodig--_

studies failed to take into account variability in residential

Nevertheless, in a later study, Rankin (1969) controlled for variable

residential pollution and confirmed the de Groot analysis. A psycho-

logical reason for the above findings was posited to be the apparent

operation of a subtle "denial mechanism," whereby people simply did

not want to admit that their area of residence was polluted. De Groot---

(1967: 680) attempted to explain why.

It ObUl&demand the respondent to makeavdetision,.about
whether -air pollution -was sufficient_daUte3f6t_hiiitsto

move-out -of the neighborhood and uprootd11- friandthips
and usual patterns olmlife

Another possible reason for differences in perception pollu-

tion could be that the pollutants in certain residential areas cannot

e eaeily perceived§by the senses. Studies -by Smith, Schueneman, and



erences-_ n perception g

attitudes about pollution. De Groot and Samuels (1966), however,

no significant attitudinal differences between persons on the basis of

sex, age, education, and social class. Crowe (1968) also failed to

find differences in awareness attitudes on the basis of sex and residence

however, he was able to establish perceptual differentiation in terms

What is important from the above discussion is that awareness is

a complex issue. The operation of the "denial mechanism," the inabili-

ty of sensorial perception of all pollutants, and the variability in

perception based on population characteristics all contribute

of uniformly salient perception by the public-at-large. The actual

presence of pollution, therefore, does not insure that the public is

aware of the full extent of environmental disruption, nor of

intricate possibilities as a health hazard. Given this-lack uniform-
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tookaadreigZarsoirts_boonenSorin=it.tizolitin=g-thi=
roblem-to mthe attention of anyone outside the circle

of experts.

McKee notes that the end result of this "communication gap" is a lack 1 1

of effective future planning for abatement, which in turn forces people

to only act out of emergency, once they have finally perceived a crisis =.

The difficulties of informing the public are further complicated --

by incompleteness of information. This again can be due to a failure

of communication of technological jargon to the lay public; however, one

must be cognizant that biological and physical data are often lacking

in terms of empirical closure. Much hypothesizing about the functionin

of complex bio-physical systems is based on pure speculation. For exam-

ple, Gofman and Tamplin (1971) note that current standards of radiation

allowed into the body are not considered by many scientists to be of

"short-run" harm to humans. However, there is no conclusive data con-

cerning the "long-run" effects of the present radiation standards.

Whereas incomplete information can often be attributed to lack of

information, it might rather be due, in some cases, to a reluctance on
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problem.

The evidence suggests, however, that in spite of increased public

awareness, people are not willing to make the necessary sacrifices to

control pollution, unless they actually perceive it as a crisis in

of adverse health effects (for reference, see: de Groot,

The question arises as to what are the reasons that people do

not take action in advance of perceived crisis.

Reichardt (1970) suggested two possible reasons why persons fail to

effectively organize to reach common solutions to pollution. The first

is that individuals differ in their perceptions ol what constitutes a

crisis. A good example of this is the current controversy concerning

t t over-population

By restricting himself to the kited States, as a geographic

boundry, Wattenberg (1970: 18) fails to denote a crisis situation:

The critical facts are that America is not by any standard
a crowded countly and that the American birth rate has re-
cently been at an all time low. . .

Ehrlich (1968) would tend to agree that the United States, if isolated
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Entering into this discussion is tineAfeati&teatOn

tive organization, as posited by Reichardt - --that of variation in ad

aptation to poor environmental quality. There is evidence to aug

gest that such variation in adaptation is not attributed so much to

physiological factors as to social factors. Thus, the notion of

"social trade- offs" becomes an important variable.

Trade-offs are taken into account by each individual when h

tries to deal with pollution abatement. Creer, Gray, and Treshow (1970)

of the greater Johnstown, Pa. area, Crowe (1968) noted that air pollution

was relegated to fourth place by the public on a list of social problems.

Notably, unemployment was listed as the most serious problem. There

fore, in a social trade-off between employment and pollution abate-

ment, one can speculate that the greater value of Johnstown citizenry
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end result of these feelings of pessimism is extreme apathy and weak anti---

pollution lobbies in government (see: Downing, 1970)

Not totally unconnected to the third reason, and indeed at least _ _ - =

artially responsible for public pessimism, is a fourth possibility--

a lack of public leadership. De Groot (1967) noted that concern among

-_-=

leaders with other social problems, such as crime and unemployment, has

taken precedent over concern about pollution. Rankin (1969) tied in

the lack of effective leadership with public pessimism by noting that

ja apathy was a result of unfulfilled expectations, whereby political prom-

ises are not totally met by practice. As the public becomes more aware

of efforts by government to control pollution: "Awareness of improve-

ment may become a more important issue than awareness of pollution"

(Rankin, 1969: 598).

A final reason for lack_of-pliblic action, which Ralikin__(19694_also _

,-

tie-siArgwith public p e of knowledge

-
t 2

peoplof where to complainT Not-only are many people unaware-of-thtr



fidientalternative for future planning. Any assnmon that the pu1I#_

will become uniformly and saliently informed through greater mass com-

munication is not borne (Y..it by research. It is also a false assumption

that a public (given increased general awareness) w411, through some al-

truistic value called "civic responsibility," move toward controlling

pollution, short of a perceived crisis.

Because one cannot perfectly predict into the future, al-

low for the plausibility of public education becoming a more efficient

approach at some later date. However, it should be obvious that any

change brought about by public education alone will be very gradual, and

the severity of the pollution problem calls for more immediate action

Pollution abatement will, in my opinion, only be successful through

some coordinated effort of planning and implementation by public leaders.

The methods of achieving such a coordinated effort serve as alternatives

to the public education approach, but are not the subject of further dis-
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